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Abstract- Existing circumstances of software testing demands 

use of effective testing techniques which are technically feasible . 

currently we have numerous software testing techniques, which 

can divulge fault, errors but we do not have all the ample 

practical knowledge about them. Software testing and software 

fault tolerance are two major methodologies for producing 

reliable software, but little empirical data are accessible to 

estimate its efficiency. Despite the number of research which was 

conducted to evaluate this methodology, we are still without 

genuine and comprehensive outcomes. This paper first 

investigates the previous studies on software testing methodology 

evaluation and detects the problems associated with them. Based 

on the issues in these studies, we propose a set of strategies 

which define a procedure to carry out such studies so that the 

issues identified are alleviated to a large extent.  

 

Index Terms: Software Reliability, Empirical Evaluation, 

Software Testing Techniques. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Software testing techniques not only detect the faults and 

failures  but also remove it which further finds the 

reliability features, about finding the various bugs analytical 

and empirical studies, it has been found that theoretical 

approaches are just far way for the evaluation of testing 

techniques and producing a reliability product but on the 

other hand the  empirical evaluation of software testing 

techniques helps to find the better testing techniques [3].  
 

On the other hand the experimental evaluation so far has 

been evaluated further stresses upon the fault detection and 

fault removal methodologies and regenerating the new 

software testing methodology for the reliability feature but 

by considering the cost factor and the depth analysis of the 

fault is also a better method for evaluating the software 

testing techniques[3]. So far we should have to deduce the 

factors or techniques to choose the best software testing 

techniques on comparative analysis and which are effective 

enough reduce the bugs in minimum cost and in minimum 

time[3]. In the paper empirical evaluation of the software 

testing techniques has been studied and resulted for 

evaluation of the reliability of the software. 

 

II. SOFTWARE TESTING AND RELIABILITY 

Software Testing characterizes the working of a program 

which stretch that whether the commitments of the specific 

program guarantees the normal and required consequence 

[2]. Software testing is an imperative constituent of 

programming quality affirmation, and numerous institutes 

are exploiting to 40% of their amount on testing. For 

hazardous programming like flight control testing is  
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exceptionally basic and costly as an outcome of much 

research on the risk investigation has been completed and 

require to be analysed [2]. Along these lines the open door 

that a product undertaking will encounter unfortunate 

errors, for example, plan delays, cost overwhelms, or by 

and large end and other related activities will be controlled 

and estimated positively. Software testing is a procedure of 

estimating a program with the objective of detecting or 

removing it such that it meets the actual estimates of the 

software reliability. Thus, testing involve that one examines  

 

conduct of a program on a restricted plan of experiments 

(an arrangement of information sources, execution 

preconditions, and expected results produced for a specific 

goal, for example, to exercise a exact program way or to 

verify congruity with a particular time ), for which 

acknowledged data sources consistently exist[2]. In viable 

the entire arrangement of test is considered as boundlessly 

substantial and speculatively there are many experiments 

for even basic or easy projects. So how to choose the most 

appropriate testing techniques? Is the futuristic research 

question. 

 

III. SOFTWARE TESTING TECHNIQUES 

Software testing is a technique of checking and approving 

that a product application or program experiences the 

business and specialized prerequisites that guided its plan 

and improvement and fills in as expected and furthermore 

distinguishes essential blunders or blemishes classified 

according to the seriousness  in the relevance that must be 

developed . We test programming by picking suitable 

testing methodology and applying them diagnostically. 

Software testing methodologies are differing techniques to 

do programming testing. Testing procedures allude to 

various strategies for testing specific highlights a PC 

program, framework or item . We need to ensure that we 

select methodology(s) that will affirm the most proficient 

and powerful testing of the framework. Test procedures 

should discover  extreme conceivable number of mistakes 

with sensible measure of works connected over a practical 

time length with a limited number of experiments. A few 

systems are simple; others require a little ordeal to truly 

utilize viably. In any case, the essential inquiry is the thing 

that would be the systems that we ought to endorse for a 

productive and powerful testing. So is there a need to assess 

programming testing strategies. The chosen testing 

methodology not only be the best testing approach for 

removing the defects and errors from the software but also 

effective for producing the reliability of the software. 
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IV. EVALUATION OF SOFTWARE TESTING 

TECHNIQUES 

 Effective analysis is required to offer analytical, statistical, 

and empirical facts of the effectiveness of the test chosen 

criterion, so as to grasp  different types of faults and 

failures, similarly every testing techniques has its own 

magnitudes. The objective of  the software tester not to  

intend every probable test case but rather to choose efficient 

techniques in regard to test methodology  i.e to reduce 

maximum defects. From the software. So it is apparent that  

software testing techniques are one element of evaluation, 

but we also need to know how to authenticate the efficiency 

of testing methodologies. For choosing an appropriate 

testing techniques which is cost effective its dire need to 

evaluate efficiently which testing methodology is producing 

the correctness,  progressability reliability feature. How to 

evaluate the testing techniques is also big question ? 

 

A. EMPERICAL EVALUATION FOR SOFTWARE 

REALIBILITY? 

Two types of techniques commonly use  to estimate the 

comparative efficiency of software testing methodologies 

and offer knowledge for choosing among them; analytical 

or empirical[2]. An analytical methodology show situation 

under which one method is certain to be more efficient than 

another, or depict in numerical terms relative efficiency of 

software testing methodology[2].  Analytical studies can 

fabricate more inclusive outcomes, i.e., results which are 

not tied to a specific experimentation. However, analytical 

swot remain so far quite speculative: they are extremely 

constructive to expand our information behind testing 

methodologies but provide modest experimental details to 

choose a test method. The logic behind is that the deduction 

endowed by such analytical evaluations are based on 

assumption that are far away what one can practically 

expect to know or even imagine about a program under test.   

Empirical research are approximate which deduce from the 

pragmatic experimental effect are taken.[4] An empirical 

resolution would be foundation on exhaustive learning of 

the efficiency of different testing methodologies in 

industrial trials, containing exhaustive study to conclude  

 

whether the comparative effectiveness of diverse testing 

methods depends on the software type, subject who test it, 

the type of faults in the software, the kind of alliance in 

which the software is tested, and a innumerable of other 

probable perplexing aspects.  However, empirical evidence 

available falls short of providing such appropriate answer. 

Empirical approach to measure the effectiveness of testing 

methodology is still at its immaturity. A major  problem is 

to determine when, and to what extent, the results of an 

empirical estimation can be expected to simplify beyond the 

particular programs and test suites used in the examination. 

Easier to say than to do, empirical evaluations of test 

techniques are very hard and pricey for a series of apparent 

motives.[5] 

Fig.1 shows four steps for evaluation of the software testing 

techniques and further generating the software reliability for 

the product T1-checking out the software Model which 

emphasise the selection of Software Testing 

Techniques,T2-shows for choosing out the best software 

testing techniques, but the testing techniques not only 

remove the all the faults or failures but also the best among 

the testing techniques which is among the cheapest one and 

producing the evaluation the minimum time. Although 

practically it is still difficult to find out. T3- to detect  all the 

faults and failures either correct it or  remove it for the 

production of the effective empirical  estimation results. T4 

generate the optimum  results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Steps showing the evaluation of Testing Techniques. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Selecting the best software testing techniques and finding 

the faults and failures is practically not feasible, still we 

have some testing techniques which are able to prove some 

effective empirical evaluation results. we have still little 

knowledge  about the different of software testing 

techniques and in the event that we have to make 

programming testing more successful by choosing 

appropriate testing procedures but to choose existing 

software testing methods in any event on an ordinal scale. 

For such we have to look into on standard methodology 

however that requirements in a way that can be thought 

about and will have no defects. For that we additionally 

need to set up normal and standard parameters so that there 

are little varieties in trialling objectives. Anyway the 

genuine research circumstances of making sensible near 

replicas have not been completely investigated. We need a 

common proposal according to which we should consider 

our researches.  In this paper we try to find out the 

empirical evaluation of the software testing techniques by 

implicating the new methodology but still we need some 

futuristic prospective research to inculcate the better 

outcomes for the production of reliability of software. 
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